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 Dongzhi Festival is a time-honored tradition celebrating the Winter Solstice in China. 
 
     About 2,5000 tears ago a wise man named Zhougfong used a simple-shaped instrument called 
earth sundial to observe the shadows. Around December 21, the day gets longer, and another 
solar term starts.  The Chinese Winter Solstice traditions are worshipping the Heaven and 
ancestors, and counting Nines of Winter.  There is a folk song that people cannot put their 
hands in cold air in the first and second nine days; walking on ice can be achieved on the third 
and fourth nine days; willow on the banks start to sprout on the fifh and sixth nine days; ices 
dissolve and water flows freely in the river on the seventh nine days; and in the either nine days, 
wild geese fly back to northern areas, and on the following days, farm cattle start to work in the 
field. It not only records the weather changes but also guides farming.  
www.travelchinaguide.com 
 

For More Chinese Winter Solstice Traditions including, Foods and Poetry – See Attachments 
 

 

 
Working Together to End Racial 

and Ethnic Disparities (DVD), 
WB 500.1, 2005 

 
Chinese Herbal Legends; 50 
Stories for Understanding 

Chinese Herbs, WB 74 Z61, 2006 

 
Medical Chinese Medicines; The 

Dunhuang Medical 
Manuscripts, 

WB 74.3 L6, 2005 
 

 
Words that Touch; 12 Essential 
Clean Questions for Mind/Body 

Therapists 
WB 50 P6, 2017 

 
Who Can Ride the Dragon? An 

Exploration of Traditional Roots 
of Traditional Chinese Medicine 

WB 21.3 Z83, 2010 

Comments and suggestions to: librarians@acupuncturecollege.edu 
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The Most Optimistic Poem on Winter Solstice 
 Different from other Winter Solstice poems, this poem is free from traditions. The author 
didn’t follow the festival customs, but spent his Winter Solstice with like-minded friends to 

enjoy his time in wine, music, poetry, painting, etc. He wouldn’t be trapped with mortal, 
and he was free. It is more like a festival to celebrate. His optimistic spirit influences 

everyone who reads this poem.  www.travelchinaguide.co 
 

 

满江红.冬至 Azolla Tune (a kind of poem pattern) 
Author: Fan Chengda (1126-1193 AD during Song Dynasty) 

 
寒谷春生，熏叶气、玉筒吹谷。 

Spring sprouts in the cold winter; the aroma of new vanilla leaves fills in the valley. 
 

新阳后、便占新岁，吉云清穆。 
After the sunrise tomorrow, it would be a new wonderful year. 

 
休把心情关药裹，但逢节序添诗轴。 

Don’t be thinking about medicines all the time; write a new poem at the solar term. 
 

笑强颜、风物岂非痴，终非俗。 
It’s not a forced smile; merely revel in fantastic nature. 

 
清昼永，佳眠熟。门外事，何时足。 

The day is long and I slept well. But when will things outside be satisfactory? 
 

且团栾同社，笑歌相属。 
It would be better to gather with like-minded friends to have a great time on this 

day. 
 

著意调停云露酿，从头检举梅花曲。 
We make good wine and study the ancient musical notations. 

 
纵不能、将醉作生涯，休拘束。 

Even though I can’t be drunk all the time, I am free at the moment. 
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